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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
Memorandum 
Program Plan Distribution List 
FA/Manager, Apollo Spacecraft Program 
DATE: AUG 1 1 1969 
SUBJECT: Apollo Lunar Exploration Missions (ALEM) Program Plan 
Enclosed is the Apollo Lunar Exploration Mission (ALEM) Program Plan, 
dated July 30, 1969. This program plan supports the requirements of 
Apollo Program Directive 4K and is based on.the most current information 
available at the time of publication. 
It is requested that each directorate review this program plan and submit 
to me in writing the detailed plans and schedules for achieving the 
requirements reflected in this document in the areas of the directorate's 
responsibility. This information should be submitted no later than 
September 5, 1969. Please contact Mr. C. L. Taylor for information re-
garding level of detail and format. 
It is my intention that a review be conducted with each directorate 
having management responsibility for the timely completion of the mile-
stones contained in this program plan. The results of the review will 
be the basis for the first revision of this plan. A detailed explanatory 
memorandum with an agenda for the review will be issued in the near 
future. 
~~., 
George M. Low 
Enclosure 
PP3:ASha.piro:blt 7-29-69 
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All MSC Apollo Lunar Exploration Missions (ALEM) supporting elements are 
to implement the requirements of this directive effective with the 
issuance date and on a continuing basis. 
Purpose 
This directive defines the ALEM schedule and hardware planning guide-
lines and requirements to be used as a baseline for detailed Apollo 
spacecraft programming. Also, this directive reflects the requirements 
of Apollo Program Directive 4 (APD-4). 
Scope 
Attachment "A" specifies significant decision/activity schedules, hard-
ware assignments, spacecraft deliveries, and APD-4 launch readiness dates 
that form the integrated baseline for implementation of this directive. 
Attachment nB11 designates a summary of mission definitions as required to 
achieve the Apollo Lunar Exploration missions in accordance with APD-4 and 
Apollo Flight Mission Assignments Document. 
Attachment "en provides extracts from the CSM and IM Statement of Work, 
and summary charts delineating CSM and LM manufacturing and delivery 
schedules. 
Attachment nD" contains . summary charts depicting required CSM and IM ground 
test schedules as necessary to support attachment ItA" above. 
Attachment "E11 delineates a listing of all controlled milestones as required 
in support of the Apollo Spacecraft Program objectives. 
Within the ASPO, certain key or major events have been designated as 
controlled milestones. Controlled milestones are those milestones that 
represent the completion of tests constraining flight missions, deliveries 
of certain ground test hardware, deliveries of all flight hardware, 
deliveries of specified GFE and GSE, and other significant milestones as 
specified in attachment "E. 11 
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Responsibilities 
All ASPO division offices and MSC directorates providing support to the 
ASPO in fulfilling the requirements of this directive are responsible for 
the timely completion of the controlled milestones under their management 
responsibility. ASPO division offices and MSC directorates are to notify 
Mr. C. L. Taylor, Assistant Chief, Program Control Division, immediately 
whenever a situation exists or is anticipated to exist that will impact 
or potentially impact established controlled milestones. Mr. Taylor 
will review impacted controlled milestones at specially called meetings 
as required. 
Status of this directive will be maintained current and updated by the 
ASPO Program Control Division based on approved schedule changes. Revisions 
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APOLLO LUNAR LANDING MISSION Page l of 5 
SPACECRAFT DELIVERY AND LAUNCH READINESS SCHEDULE 
MISSION MISSION LAUNCH CSM c s· M SLA LM LM A/S LAUNCH 
DESIGNATION TYPE VEHICLE - DELIVERY - - DELIVERY READINESS 
WORKING DATE 
Apollo ll G 506 107 Jan. 19, l969A 14 5 Jan.8, l969A July 16, l969A 
APOLLO LUNAR EXPLORATION MISSIONS 
Apollo 12 H-1 507 108 Mar. 28, l969A 15 6 Mar.24,1969A Nov. 14, 1969 
Apollo 13 H-2 508 109 June 25, l969A 16 7 June 27, l969A Mar. 9, 1970 
Apollo 14 H-3 509 llO Nov. . 30, 1969 17 8 Nov. 15 , 1969 July, 1970 
Apollo 15 H-4 510 lll March 3J, 19 70 18 9 Mar .15. , 1970 Nov. 1970 
Apollo 16 J-1 5ll ll2 Aug. 31, 1970 19 10 Sept. 15, 1970 April, 1971 
Apollo 17 J-2 512 ll3 Jan. 31, 1971 20 ll Feb. 15, 1971 Sept., 1971 
Apollo 18 J-3 513 ll4 June 30, 1971 21 12 June 15, 1971 Feb., 1972 
Apollo 19 J-4 514 ll5 Nov. 30, 1971 22 13 Nov. 15, 1971 July, 1972 
Apollo 20 J-5 515 ll5A April 30, 1972 23 14 April 15, 197 2 Dec., 1972 
AnI-type Mission (Lunar Orbit only; no LMrequired) is a possible alternate for any of the missions above. 
7-30-69 
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LC-39 FACILITIES ASSIGNMEii!TS 
MISSION 
DESIGNATION MOBILE LAUNCHER HI BAY FIRING ROOM PAD 
Apollo 8 1 1 1 39A 
Apollo 9 2 3 2 39A 
Apollo 10 3 2 3 39B 
Apollo ll 1 1 1 39A 
Apollo 12 2 3 2 39A 
Apollo 13 3 2 3 39A 
Apollo 14 1 1 1 39A 





APOLLO LUNAR EXPLORATION MISSIONS 
CSM SIGNIFICANT DECISION/ACTIVITY SCHEDULE 
MILESTONES 1969 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT 
I CCA 3219 (A LEM STUDY) .. • 2 NR SUB FINAL STUDY REPORT lr 
3 CCA 3355 (A LEM MODS) 
• irA ·~ ~c 
.. MANAGEMENT REVIEW . ., , , , ,, fY\J 9'\o 'Q v v 
5 S/C DELIVERY SCHEDULE TO NR '1:7Y 
6 EXPERIMENT DEFINITION ~ .,.. ~!.! ~ hy ~7FINAL 
7 JOINT NR/MSC MISSION REVIEW , 7 :~ -u.61 
PRELIMINARY DESIGN REVIEW J·~~ i; ~ ~ 8 i "'v 
9 MOCKUP PLAN ~ 
10 P Be I SPECIFICATION "l7 
II INTEGRATION PLAN '<7 
12 DEVELOPMENT TEST PLAN ,, 
13 CHECKOUT PLAN "'7 
, .. MANUFACTURING PLAN 'V 
15 SPECIFICATIONS ~, 
16 TCRD/TSCD ·v 
17 FIRM PROPOSAL v 
18 AUTH TO BUILD INSTR MOCKUPS Y' 
19 EVA DECISION "l) 
-u-1-~2 20 CRITICAL DESIGN REVIEW v v 
NOTES: 9 ACTUAL CDR #I - BASIC CM , SM Be SIM MODS . 
#2 - CRYO MOD Be INSTRUMENT ARRANGEMENT Be INSTALLATION 
#3 - STOWAGE Be GSE 
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-
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20 START DIE DVT- MDC 
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The planned flight missions of the Apollo Lunar Exploration Program are 
of four types which differ primarily with respect to spacecraft con-
figuration and purpose. The four types are categorized in the following 
way: 
:Mission 
Type CSM Configuration 
G Standard Block II 
H Standard Block II 
I Modified Block II 







First Lunar Landing 
Lunar Surface Science 
Lunar Orbital Science 
(alternate for a 
landing mission) 
Lunar Surface and 
Orbital Science 
The plans for this program include one G-type mission, four H-type missions, 
and five J-type missions. AnI-type mission may be substituted for any 
other mission. 
Translunar trajectories ~be of the free-return or hybrid type. The 
free return translunar trajectory is targeted to provide for transearth 
return to an acceptable entry corridor without the use of SPS or LM DFS 
propulsion but SM RCS maneuvers ~ be required. The hybrid translunar 
trajectory initially provides a free return circumlunar flight with a 
perilune above the nominal lunar parking orbit altitude. Shortly after 
the TLI burn a maneuver is performed to transfer to a non-free return 
trajectory constrained such that a safe earth return can be accomplished 
at some prespecified time after nominal LOI, using the SPS or the LM DFS. 
The following sections define the four types of missions in greater detail 
and present the objectives and profiles of the ten planned missions. 
Mission G 
This was the first lunar landing mission. The lunar landing was made at 
Apollo site 2. The LM remained on the lunar surface for approximately 
22 hours. A single 2-man EVA was accomplished for approximately 2 hours, 
4o minutes. The total mission duration from launch to earth touchdown 
was approximately 196 hours. 
Primary Objective: 
v P-:::rform a manned lunar landing and return. 
Subordinate Objectives: 
o Perform selenological inspection and sampling. 
Attachment B 
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o Obtain data to assess the capability and limitations of the 
astronaut and his equipment in the lunar surface environment. 
Detailed Objectives: 
o Collect a contingency sample. 
o Egress from the 1M to the lunar surface, perform lunar surface EVA 
operations and ingress into the LM from the lunar surface. 
o Perform lunar surface operations with the EMU. 
o Obtain data on the landing effects on the LM. 
o Obtain data on the characteristics and mechanical behavior of the lunar 
surface. 
o Collect samples of lunar material. 
o Determine the position of the LM on the lunar surface. 
o Obtain data on the effects of illumination and contrast conditions on 
crew visual perception. 
o Demonstrate procedures and hardware used to prevent contamination of 
the Earth's biosphere. 
o Obtain television coverage during the lunar stay period. 
o Obtain photographs during lunar landing and the lunar stay period. 
o Deploy the Passive Seismic Experiment. 
o Deploy the Laser Ranging Retroreflector Experiment. 
o Conduct the Solar Wind Composition Experiment. 
o Conduct those portions of the Apollo Lunar Field Geology Experiment 
(S-059) assigned to Apollo Mission G. 
o Conduct experiments S-051, Cosmic Ray Experiment, and T-029, Pilot 
Describing Function 
Attachment B 
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Type H Missions 
Missions Hl through H4 will follow Mission G and all will be flown with 
standard Apollo hardware. The translunar trajectories may be of either 
free-return or hybrid type. The LM will remain on the lunar surface up 
to 35 hours, during which there will be two periods of EVA by both LM 
crew members. The maximum radius of operation from the LM will be limited 
by the purge flow time limit of the OPS and is estimated to be approxi-
mately 1500 feet. Total mission duration will not exceed ll days. 
Mission Hl 
Missions Hl will be targeted to land at Apollo site 7 with site 5 as an 
alternate. 
Primary Objectives: 
o Perform selenological inspection, survey and sampling in a mare 
area. 
o Deploy ALSEP. 
o Develop techniques for a point landing capability. 
o Develop man's capability to work in the lunar environment. 
Detailed Objectives: 
o Collect a contingency sample. 
o Perform lunar surface EVA operations. 
o Perform PLSS recharge in the landed LM. 
o Obtain data on a technique for updating the pre-PDI LM state 
vector. 
o Obtain crew comments on their ability to recognize known 
surface features and determine the LM location during powered 
descent. 
o Collect samples of lunar material. 
o Obtain data on the characteristics and mechanical behavior of 
the lunar surface. 
o Obtain data on the effects of illumination and contrast condi~ 
tions on crew visual perception. 
o Determine the position of the LM on the lunar surface. 
o Perform undocked AGS alignments using the AOT. 
Attachment B 
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o Obtain photographs during lunar landing and the lm1ar stay period. 
o Obtain photographs of candidate lunar exploration sites. 
o Obtain television coverage during the lunar stay period. 
o Deploy the Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package Array A 
(ALSEP I). 
o Conduct those portions of the Apollo Lunar Field Geology Experiment 
(S-059) assigned to Apollo Mission Hl. 
o Conduct the Solar Wind Composition Experiment. 
o Conduct experiment T-029, Pilot Describing Function. 
o Obtain multispectral photographs of the lunar surface. 
o Inspect and obtain samples of Surveyor III if feasible. 
Sites listed for the remaining H and J series missions listed below are 
tentative at this time. 
Mission H2 
The Mission H2 landing site is not yet determined. 
Primary Objectives: 
o Perform selenological inspection, survey and sampling. 
o Deploy ALSEP. 
o Develop the capability to conduct a mission to a specific site. 
o Demonstrate the point landing capability. 
o Develop man's capabilities to work in the lunar environment. 
Detailed Objectives: 
o Collect a contingency sample. 
o Demonstrate a technique that will improve the pre-PDI state vector. 
o Verify the capability to redesignate the landing target. 
o Collect samples of lunar material. 
Attachment B 
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o Obtain data on the lunar soil mechanical behavior, and on the 
surface and sub-surface characteristics. 
o Obtain quantitative data on the operational luminous environment 
on the lunar surface. 
o Obtain photographs during lunar landing and the lunar stay period. 
o Obtain television coverage during the lunar stay period. 
o Obtain photographs of candidate lunar exploration sites. 
o Short duration SM RCS ullage maneuvers. 
o Deploy the Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package Array B 
(ALSEP III) • 
o Conduct those portions of the Apollo Lunar Field Geology Experiment 
(S-059) assigned to Apollo Mission H2. 
o Conduct experiment T-029, Pilot Describing Function. 
o Obtain multispectral photographs of the lunar surface. 
Mission H3 
The primary landing site for Mission H3 is not yet determined. 
Primary Objectives: 
o Perform selenological inspection, survey, and sampling in a high-
land structure. 
o Deploy ALSEP. 
Detailed Objectives: 
o Collect a contingency sample. 
o Collect samples of lunar material. 
o Evaluate the effects of rough lunar terrain on landing radar and 
guidance system performance. 
o Obtain data on reflectance of nonvisible radiation by the lunar 
surface. 
o Obtain data on the lunar surface and sub-surface characteristics, 
and on the soil mechanical behavior. 
Attachment B 
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o Autonomous or independent navigation by the CSM (under considera-
tion). 
o Demonstrate the capability to redesignate the landing target in 
both the downrange and crossrange directions. 
o Demonstrate pre-PDI 1M state vector update. 
o Obtain photographs during lunar landing and the lunar stay period. 
o Obtain television coverage during the lunar stay period. 
o Deploy the Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package Array C 
(ALSEP IV). 
o Conduct those portions of the Apollo Lunar Field Geology Experiment 
(S-059) assigned to Apollo Mission H3. 
Mi.ssion H4 
The primary lunar landing site for Mission H4 is not yet determined. 
Primary Objectives: 
(Primary objectives have not been established for Mission H4. The follow-
ing representative objectives are for information only.) 
o Perform selenological inspection, survey and sampling. 
o Deploy ALSEP. 
Detailed Objectives: (representative; for information only) 
o Conduct the lunar field geology experiment. 
o Deploy Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package Array D 
(ALSEP II). 
o Obtain television coverage during the lunar stay period. 
Type J Missions 
Mission Jl through J5 will follow the H-series and will be flown with 
modified Apollo hardware designed to provide additional hover capability. 
Modifications to extend mission duration and lunar surface stay time, to 
increase landed payload and sample return, to extend lunar surface EVA 
operations and increase mobility, and to provide for scientific experiments 
and mapping to be accomplished in lunar orbit are also being considered. 
Attachment B 
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An interval of lunar orbit coast up to four days may be available between 
rendezvous and TEI for lunar orbit experiments operation and mapping. 
Earlier operation is under study. A 44~minute period of EVA (from hatch 
egress to ingress) will be conducted to recover data from the scientific 
instrument module (SIM) in the SM. Total mission duration will not exceed 
16 days. 
Neither primary nor detailed objectives have yet been established for 
Type J missions. The objectives that follow are representative and are 
for information only. 
Mission Jl 
The primary lunar landing site for Mission Jl has not yet been determined. 
Primary Objectives: 
o Perform selenological inspection, survey and sampling. 
o Deploy modified ALSEP (MALSEP). 
o Perform a lunar orbital science survey. 
o Demonstrate the capabilities of the modified PLSS and OPS. 
Missions J2 through J5 
The lunar landing sites for these missions are still under study. 
Primary Objectives: 
o Perform selenological inspection, survey and sampling. 
o Deploy MALSEP. 
o Perform a lunar orbital science survey. 
Mission I 
This mission is a potential alternate for any of the landing missions. 
It would be a lunar orbit only flight for the purpose of mapping a large 
area of the lunar surface and exploring it with remote sensors. The 
area overflown would include as much as but no more than 200 degrees of 
longitude between 45 degrees south and 45 degrees north latitude. A 
hybrid translunar trajectory would be flown, and the CSM would be inserted 
into a lunar orbit of 45 degrees inclination using multiple-impulse 
techniques. Lunar orbit mapping and scientific activities would be con-
ducted for approximately eight days, after which multiple-impulse tech-
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o Perform a lunar orbital science survey in an orbit of Ligh 
inclination. 
o Obtain metric and panoramic photographs for lunar mapping. 

STATEMENT OF WORK 
CSM LUNAR EXPLORATION MISSIONS 
JULY 16, 1969 
(IMPLEMENTATION OF TI-IIS WORK 
IS NOT YET APPROVED) 
Attachment C 
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SCOPE 
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The Contractor shall be responsible for the integration of scientific 
experiments described herein, for modification to the CSM required to 
accommodate the experiments and for obtaining increased CSM mission 
flexibility in conjunction with a lunar landing or a CSM alone lunar 
orbit mission. The Contractor shall perform the associated analysis, 
certification, and testing, and provide the necessary documentation 
consistent with existing contract provisions. 
COMMAND AND SERVICE MODULE MODIFICATIONS 
Structures Subsystem Modifications 
The following modifications are required for the service module (SM) and 
command module (CM) structures. 
Structure Modification for the SM 
A scientific instrument module (SIM) shall be provided for CSM' s 112 through 
ll5A to mount scientific experiments for installation in Section I of the 
service module. The SIM shall be capable of being removed from the SM while 
the CSM is in a stacked configuration for checkout and alignment of the 
experiments. The SIM shall be made to comply with maximum handling size in 
the vehicle assembly building (VAB) and launch pads 39 A&B. 
The SIM door shall be a structural pyrotechnically jettisonable panel allowing 
for a maximum unobstructed opening in flight. The door design shall provide 
for experiment access as necessary for such things as film installation and 
instrument servicing. Additional protection shall be provided as required for 
thermal and RCS plume impingement protection of Sector I after door jettison. 
The SIM shall include all of the required mounting provisions for instruments, 
equipment, mechanical devices and electrical harnesses. 
Provisions for installing a 50 percent increase in cryogenic capability 
shall be added. 
Structure Modifications for the CM 
Support structures shall be provided for new equipment control panels as 
required. Structural mounting shall be provided for additional stowage 
as required. 
Stowage Modifications 
Stowage shall be provided for return of experiment data including film and 
nuclear particle detectors. Additional stowage for a third sample return 
container shall be provided in the CM. 
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Stowage of consumables shall be provided in support of lunar exploration 
missions for periods up to the maximum provided by the modified CSM cryo 
capability. 
Stowage shall be provided for extravehicular activity equipment if per-
formed from the CM for data retrieval from the SIM. 
Electrical Power Subsystem Modifications 
The primary low level de power source for the experiments and mechanisms 
shall be derived from existing circuit breakers. High power requirements 
shall be supplied by the SM busses, appropriately fused, and shall be 
controlled remotely from the CM. All ac power requirements shall be 
supplied by the CM a.c busses through circuit breakers. Controls for 
the experiments and mechanisms shall be located on a. control panel in the 
CM. Overlay wire harnesses shall be installed in the CM and SM, mating 
with the SM Sector I equipment at a new connector interface. 
Controls for the additional cryogenics shall be provided in the CM. The 
Sector I harness shall be configured to allow the cryogenic harness to be 
installed independently from the SIM. 
Communications and Data Subsystem Modifications 
The experiment data system shall utilize the existing CSM capability. In 
parallel, the contractor shall proceed with design and development of the 
expanded data system. Planning shall be for implementation of the expanded 
system on the earliest CSM consistent with the defined delivery schedule of 
this CCA. 
Existing Data System 
The present scientific data experiment transmission requirements shall be 
fulfilled by time sharing the existing S-band RF link. Use shall be made of 
unassigned PCM data channels and the three unused scientific instrumentation 
subcarrier oscillators (95 kHz, 125kHz, and 165 kHz) to transmit the 
experiment data .. 
a. The existing PCM channel usage shall be optimized for experiment data 
handling by considering low priority data tradeoffs and possible reassignments 
of high and low bit r~te channels. 
b. In addition, subcorrnnutating experiment data channels shall be utilized 
in conjunction with channel reassignment. 
Expanded Data System 
Provisions shall be made for an additional S-band RF link for simultaneous 
transmission of both real time and stored (recorded) scientific experiment 
Attachment C 
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data via the existing high gain antenna. This system will provide for 
handling a variety of data formats such as PCM, FM analog, and video. 
Provisions shall be made for the recovery of data such as that obtained 
on the lunar far side. This equipment shall have the capability of storing 
up to one hour of wide band digital and analog data. 
Environmental Control 0ubsystem Modifications· 
Consumables 
The LiOH canister quantities shall be based on the present 12 hour replacement 
cycle. 
Cryogenic Storage Subsystem Modifications 
Cryogenic storage capability shall be increased by 5CY/a by adding one Beech 
Aircraft (BAC) Block II Apollo oxygen tank, one BAC Block II hydrogen tank, 
and the additional valve modules, signal conditioners and wiring to provide 
the necessary control and management functions. Cryogenic control for the 
two added cryogenic tanks will be accomplished with relays in lieu of 
motor switches. 
Controls and Displays 
Standard displays and controls for the experiment instruments and added 
cryogenics shall be provided in the CM for all of the lunar exploration 
missions. Typical functions to be considered are power on, power off, 
deployment, calibration and housekeeping. 
EVA Provisions 
Provisions will be made for extravehicular activity (EVA) to retrieve 
experiment data from the SIM at the completion of the lunar science portion 
of the mission. Design shall be based on use of the Portable Life Support 
Systems/Oxygen Purge System (PLSS/OPS) with egress and ingress through the 
CM. An alternate design shall be pursued utilizing a high pressure, low flow 
oxygen and corrununication umbilical to back up the Life Support System. For 
lunar landing missions the LM will be retained on the CSM after rendezvous for 
PLSS/OPS storage and disposal until the experiments have been completed, and 
EVA accomplished. For CSM alone missions, stowage for the PLSS/OPS shall be 
provided in the CM. 
EVA handrails, handholds, foot restraints and other aids shall be provided 
on the CM and SM as necessary to facilitate retrieval of data from the SIM. 
MOCKUP AND TRAINING 
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The following mockups shall be provided as a. rrunlmum. Additional 
requirements shall be proposed in the Mockup Plan. 
An Engineering mockup of the SM SIM shall be provided to evaluate experiment 
mounting layout, view angles, accessibility, wiring interface, etc. Another 
SIM mockup shaJ_l be provided to MSC and updated as required for one 11 g11 
training. 
Mod kits shall be provided to update mockup MSC-1 as required to support 
crew training for launch and entry stowage. 
Mod kits shall be provided for updating the CM simulator crew compartment 
and loose equipment stowage. 
A CM mockup shall be provided at Downey to reflect those changes described 
herein. 
A mockup shall be provided to MSC sufficient to allow underwater training 
for tasks associated with EVA and zero 11 gtt evaluations. 
KSC egress trainer shall be updated as required. 
Training courses, procedures, and documentation shall be provided as 
required for associated changes. 
APOLLO LUNAR EXPLORATION MISSIONS 
CSM MANUFACTURING AND CHECKOUT SCHEDULE 
Attachment C 
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tJ t<l MAt< Y S ECON DA RY ;=o~~'-'=""""-=----"'~'--...-=--=""f ~-
STRUCTURE· STRUCTURE V 
" ~ r 1 ' 1 1s1 1 Fsl 1 C/o !PcoJ 
v 
PRI'MA~y SECONDARY 
STRUC~RE STRUCIURE V 
"S:' :t I~ ! lSI I FSij C/0 IPCO) 
P"RIMARY SECONDARY 
STRUCTURE STRUi~URE V 
r-) I I I !Sl I FSJ I C/0 JPCO ST~LMc\~YRE~~8~¥5~~ V 
$ ' I I " I IS! I ESij c/o F¢01 
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FIRST ARTICLE SCHEDULE (CSM 112) 






t PRODUCTION (GFE) 4-17-70 
+ PROTOTYP~ (GFE) 2- J-70 
WM I DESIGN I 
T FAB 
STRUCTURE I DESIGN I" DETAJ L FAB I 




STOWAGE l DESIGN l 
l FAB 
I ASSY 
D&C I DESIGN l I FAB I 
r ASSY 
I I DESIGN W/H 
1 ASSY 
INSTALL 
SM MODS I I 
~~------------~D~E~S~JG~N~----11 I 
ADIJL CRYO I FAB & ASSY 
I DESIGN I I W/H ~ 
CSM 112 ..5 FSJ I><J C/O C><)ALEMMOD &AFI RE C/o--1 PCO c:: ~ 
I A I M I J I J I ,fsg' s r 0 . I -NJ o--r J I F [ M I A r,~~T- J r J::r:A I s I 
7-3o- 69 
EXTRACT FROM 
STATEMENT OF WORK 
LM LUNAR EXPLORATION MISSION 
JUNE 5, 1969 
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EXTRACT FROM 
STATEMENT OF WORK 
LM LUNAR EXPLORATION MISSION 
JUNE 5, 1969 
(LARGER TANKS ONLY) 
SCOPE 
Attachment C 
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The contractor shall supply the necessary skills, services, materials and 
equipment to conduct a program of engineering, manufacturing, testing, 
procurement and planning in order to provide NASA with the design and 
necessary planning for the modification of Lunar Modules 10 through 14. 
The development of the LM modifications shall be in accordance with all 
exi~ting Apollo LM Program procedures, specifications, ICD's, documentation 
terms and conditions as defined under the provisions of NASA contract 
NAS 9-1100. 
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
Structures and Mechanisms 
This modification shall be incorporated as a block change on LM-10 and 
subsequent. Changes shall be made inline as opposed to retrofit to the 
maximum degree practical. 
The LM will have the elongated (3.36 in.) hemispherical-end-dome descent 
propellant tanks~ with the associated descent stage structural and piping 
modifications. 
Positive margins are to exist in both the modified and existing structure 
to ensure the structural integrity of the vehicle for the launch-to-boost 
environment, all docking and docked maneuvers and the lunar landing. 
Safety margins existing in LM-9 configuration will not be reduced prior 
to detailed NASA review and approval. Adequacy of the landing gear shall 
be verified by analysis and test as necessary for the heavier vehicle. 
Note: CCA 2205 which authorizes enlarged tanks, is to be implemented in 
such a fashion that it is not dependent upon any element of the total h~1P 
design effort authorized by CCA 2333. Specifically LM-10 and subsequent 
shall be capable of performing lunar landing missions in which all or any 
portions of the additional propellant is used in the descent burn. 
APOLLO LUNAR EXPLORATION M-1 SS IONS 
LM MANUFACTURING SCHEDULES 
LAUNCH READINESS DATES ~ 
LM-. 
AS 506 5 D 
AS 507 6 C£rl 
... 




AS 509 8 I FA I c/o 1 
508 
0 







AS 511 lQ J:?:::C::J MOD:sf'A I C{b:::J 
v 




AS 513 12 f MFG I =o/Sc: t:>T.RQ~ FA I c/o . I 
v 
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514 
0 






[sTRucTI FA I c/o I AS 51514 







APOLLO LUNAR EXPLORATION MISSIONS 
FIRST ARTICLE SCHEDULE- LM-10 
(LARGER TANKS ONLY) 
Attachment C 
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PROCUREMENT COMP STRETCHED 















I I SHIP 
I V ~ DESIGN & FAB IS1fJtfT I ~~} I C/O I f 13-PREP 
A 
FEAT 
TANK DELV V 
§i--E-N_D_O_R_T_E_S_T--.,3 
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ALEM · 
LM DIS TANK MFG & TEST SCHEDULE 
MILESTONES CY 1969 CY 1970 CY 1971 CY 1972 
J F MIA M J J A so NO J F MA MJ J A so NO J F IM AM J J AS ON 0 J FIM AM J J lA so NO 
1 .. 
2 GO AHEAD ~ 
3 
4 COMPL DESIGN DWGS ~ 
5 
6 DEL FIRST VEH.SET(4 TANKS)(LM-10) ~ 
7 
8 COMPL QUAL TANKS "i7 
9 
10 COMPL QUAL TEST u 
11 
12 DEL OTHER VEH.SETS 
13 SECOND SET (L TA- 5) u 
14 THIRD SET (LM-11) -.:7 





16 FIFTH SET (LM-13) ~ 
17 SIXTH SET (LM-14) ~ 
18 SEVENTH SET (SPARE) Q 








STATEMENT OF WORK 
LM LUNAR EXPLORATION MISSION 
JUNE 5, 1969 
(IMPLEMENTATION OF THIS WORK 
IS NOT YET APPROVED) 
Attachment C 
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EXTRACT FROM STATEMENT OF WORK 
1M LUNAR EXPLORATION MISSION 
JUNE 5, 1969 
LARGE TANKS AND LMMP 
SCOPE 
Attachment C 
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The contractor shall supply the necessary skills, services, materials 
and equipment to conduct a program of engineering, manufacturing, 
testing, procurement and planning in order to provide NASA with the 
design and necessary planning for the modification of Lunar Modules 
10 through 14. The development of the 1M modifications shall be in 
accordance with all existing Apollo 1M Program procedures, specifications, 
ICD's, documentation terms and conditions as defined under the provisions 
of NASA contract NAS 9-1100. 
Note: The modifications delineated in this extract are the total 
modifications in planning for ALEM. To date, the only approved modification 
is the elongated descent propellant tanks, with the associated descent 
stage structural and piping modifications. 
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
Structur-:s and Mechanisms 
Attachment C 
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All modifications shall be incorporated a.s a. block change on LM-10 and 
subsequent. Changes shall be made inline as opposed to retrofit to the 
maximum degree practical. 
The LM will have the elongated (3. 36 in. ) hemispherical-end-dome descent 
propellant tanks, with the associated descent stage structural, thermal 
and piping modifications. 
Positive margins are to exist in both the modified and existing structure 
to ensure the structural integrity of the vehicle for the launch-to-boost 
environment, all docking and docked maneuvers and the lunar landing. 
Safety margins existing in LM-9 configuration will not be reduced prior 
to detailed NASA review and approval. Adequacy of the landing gear shall 
be verified by analysis and test as necessary for the heavier vehicle. 
The modified LM shall be configured for a 78 hr. mission; any shorter 
mission capability will be obtained by offloading consumables. 
One descent stage corner quadrant shall be made available for payload 
stowage, in addition to the Scientific Equipment Bay; payload carried in 
the Scientific Equipment Bay will meet the present interface requirements. 
The payload for the corner quadrant is not yet defined. Pending such definition, 
GA.C shall identify hard points for attachment and mass moment characteristics 
permissible. 
If no payload is supplied for the SEQ,, ballast may be carried to provide the 
necessary landing radar dynamic stability and cg control if required. 
The descent stage corner quadrants shall be configured to accommodate the 
increased equipment requirements in such a manner as to minimize the 
residual propellant effects of cg offsets within the payload requirements. 
STRUCTURE and MECHANISMS (Cont 'd) 
Attachment C 
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Structural analysis and test shall certify capability for all of the 
conditions defined by the performance cases. Ballast required for 
cg control in lieu of payload in empty quadrant and/or SEQ shall be defined. 
Crew Provisions 
Provisions shall be made in the ascent stage cabin to provide suitable 
crew facilities for the longer mission and increased cabin activity. 
An improved urine and PLSS condensate waste management system shall be 
provided. 
Provisions shall be included for 7 PLSS recharges; each recharge will 
require 11. 3 lb. of water, l. 2 lb . of oxygen, one battery ( 5 . 5 lb . ) and 
one LiOH cartridge (6.8 lb.). 
Electrical 
A solar-cell array shall be used to provide the primary electrical power 
during the lunar surface phase; the array will be deployed after the lunar 
landing. The array should not require reorientation for a 78-hour staytime 
after the initial erection. 
Three primary descent batteries shall be used to provide the electrical power 
during the earth launch-to-transposition and docking, preseparation checkout-
to-solar array deployment and peaking loads during solar array operation. The 
vehicle design shall be such that four primary descent batteries may be 
utilized if desired without any change to vehicle configuration except 
addition of a battery. 
Electronics 
Provisions shall be made for shirt-sleeve voice communications. 
Fluids 
Attachment C 
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The descent propulsion pressurization system shall provide up to 190 hour 
standby time. 
Operation of the descent engine shall be verified for the worst case 
conditions established by the performance requirements. The maximum 
capability to use. additional V at T/W = l shall be defined and the 
necessary verification tests identified. 
A separation weight of 36,322 lb. and total usable descent propellant 
quantity of 19,071 lb. (18,621 usable for nominal delta-V) shall be 
used for DPS design studies. 
Increased ascent delta-V and/or return payload capability shall be 
provided only within the present ascent propulsion system. 
Increased oxygen storage capacity shall be provided by adding a LM 
descent GOX tank. 
Active spacecraft heat rejection shall be by water sublimation. 
Increased water storage capacity shall be provided by adding a LM descent 
water tank. 
The ascent stage cabin environment shall be suitable for unsuited 
operations and sleep during the period on the lunar surface. "Shirtsleeve" 
environment shall be as specified in NASA TWX PP6-T45-69-PP6-T0237, 
dated April l, 1969. 
APOLLO LUNAR EXPLORATION MISSIONS. 
LM MANUFACTURING SCHEDULES 
LAUNCH READINESS DATES ~ 
LM v 
AS 506 5 n. 
" 1 c/o I 
v· 
r·· c7o- --1 
507 
0 
" 1 FA r eTa· ·=-:J 
508 
0 
AS 507 6 
AS 508 7 
AS 509 8 






" AS 5ll lQ t:>-<rrvfOOSFA 1 c!o:=J 






















AS 515.14 I STRUCT I FA I C70~ J 
·-. 
ABOVE SCHEDULE IS FOR D/S WHICH IS PACING 
7-3Q-69 
MILESTONES 
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APOLLO LUNAR EXPLORATION MISSIONS 
FIRST ARTICLE SCHEDULE- LM- 10 
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APOLLO LUNAR EXPLORATION MISSIONS 
DEVELOPMENT AND CERTIFICATION TEST 
SIM STRUCTURE 
AVAILABLE SIM TO LAD 
STATIC 1-9-70 4-10 STRUCTURE v v SM 12 MO[ -EST 
MODII='V & P~EP DOOR FIRING 




DEVELOPME~T TEST ~5 
.. 
2-1 
MECHANISM v I ¢0MPONENT TEST ) 
TEST 
PROTQ-TYPE 2-1 4-17 ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTATION\. v X. DEVELOPMENT INTERFACE t ., I 
TEST TEST 
SIM STRUCTURE 
AVAILABLE ~21 7-15 
THERMAL 4--17 v j v 
VACUUM I MQDI f:v 2!2 I 
SHIP I ~EP& 
TEST (MSC) 
SHIP 
cs~ 112: ~Eli ~ ::I C/0 D<J MOD I BEt:/0 I J!!SS:~ r: ~ 
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7-3Q-69 
APOLLO LUNAR EXPLORATION MISSIONS' 
LM GROUND T-EST (LARGE TANKS ONLY) 
.. . 
ASC STAGE REQD 
TEST l PREP DROP 
\- TEST 
Attachment D 
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DYNAMIC TEST (L TA-ll) ~- MOD -\X[ -0/sN!oi:)lN5Ti.[J nf!TESJ;--;eyR-ACOUSTIC TEST 
ASC STAGE REQD 
TEST I . . 
PR3_P v CSTATIC TEST (IST STAGE END BOOST). 
STATIC.TEST (LTA-3 0/R) .-,-M-O-D-,..j..-IN_S_T ..... -L_1"-\-TJ-!Vfh-h..~.l.-.-Al--STATIC_ TEST (BOOSTER ENGINE .SHU:r" .. ~DOWN) ... 
' :I TF.ST PREP -· 
SHIP TO'WSTF y PREP 
PROPULSIONTEST(LTA-sRY 1 MoD lrNsTt..\\111 6 19 l.~ol~~.lct~-sERrEs 11 TEST T 
1 SERIES ~-:TEST 
HIGH FIDELITY MOCK.-UPS TM.;.~o 1 Tao J~ Q .... ._ .. 1 • 
TM-5 ·ENG 
·: 
"" ~ I · I J I I""' .. .. .. •· .. t .. TM-5 C2F2 (LM-10) 
CCSR 5.:;,15-70 7.;.;17-70 · 
.---,.} "Q RWK "\1 RWK f 
L TA-l I M:::JtOD -- .J. 8c J.. • .. 





TANK DEL l'-~-- ---4-1 VENDOR TESTS TANK QUAL: 
7-3o-69 
" 
APOLLO LUNAR EXPLORATION MISSIONS 
LM GROUND TEST (LARGE TANKS AND LMMP) 
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DYNAMIC TEST (L TA-ll) I lXJ -- - ---- P··- • -J ' I r J ESJREPJ:f-ACOUSTIC TEST 
ASC STAGE REQD 
TEST I PR~P + CSTATIC TEST (1ST STAGE END BOOST) 
,,..--M-0-D--,Iri_N_S_T_L_}it:\-i-1 --irrh-.~~ t-STA TIC TEST (BOOSTER ENGINE SHUT DOWN) STATIC TEST (LTA-3 D/R) 
PROPULSION TEST (LTA- SR) ERIES II TEST 
I . ---- SERIES I TEST 
HIGH FIDELITY MOCK-UPS TM-10 1 • ...,._ kt • nun ef1l --
TM-5 
I 'rj.. J.. ·'· .. 1 TM-5 C2F2 (LM-10) 
CCSR 5-15-70 7-17-70 
LTA-11 .. -M-:30-D-rJ:-i., 1 ~K ~RWKJ " 
L. ---~- RWK UPDATE ENG EVAL 
TM-10 
LTA-1 
TANK QUAL TANK DEL~ If ~VENDOR TESTS 
SOLAR ARRAY QUAL 
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APOLLO LUNAR EXPLORATION MISSIONS 
EXTENDED PISS/SECONDARY LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM (SIBS) 
•PISS 
•Same as Existing- 6 PISS except 
- Add larger water tank 
Increase oxygen storage pressure 
eSLSS 
•Same as Current OPS except 
1-1~ hours useful time 
Includes liquid cooling capability 
- Wet weight 45.9 pounds 
- o2 stored at 7500 psi 
7-30-69 
.tl.I,I,CI.Cillilt::Uu .i21 
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APOLLO LUNAR EXPLORATION MISSIONS 
EMU 
EXTENDED PLSS/SLSS SCHEDULES 
MILESTONES CY 1969 CY 197Q CY 1971 CY 1972 
J F I MIA M J J A so NO J FMA M J J A SOND J F r-.1AM J J Als ON D J FiM AIM J J lA so N D 
1 ... ~016 -~o~ ~~-- Jo~ ~ J~J-
--hl Jl Jil- ~A: 2 LAUNCH READINESS DATES - ~. r--Iii ,,.... ~ .;.;. ~· ~· "- ........ 
3 
.. 
5 ISSUE CCA ~ 
6 FINALIZE CONFIGURATION ~ lor 
7 DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT 
..r7 
8 FAB QUAL UNITS f-1-.L-. 1-.-- I~ 
9 QUAL TEST 
10 FAB FLT UNITS 
11 
















APOLLO LUNAR EXPLORATION Ml SS IONS 
ADVANCED EXTRA VEHICULAR SUIT (AES) 
Attachment E 
.Page 3 of 14 
CY 1969 I CY 1970 I CY 1971 I CY ~972 
J IFIM!AfMIJ )J )A)s)o)N)oiJI F)M)AjM!J I J )A)s)o)N)oiJ )F)t-IAAIMIJIJ IAisloJN)oiJ )FI,..A)MIJ IJTAisloiNID 
1; 1 LAUNCH READINESS DATE ·111111 ~fHHffi·ll kY+M 111 hllll hlllnrnmttH:J 
3 
~ 
If . . l l I l I I I I ITl I T I SUPPORT THROUGH AS 512 
5 IA7L SUIT DEL 
6 
-·AES- PRE QUAL 
m GO AHEAD (2 CONTRACTORS ~ 
~ DESIGN & FAB PRE QUAL UNIT I I I I I I Ill I I I I Ill I I II I II I I I I I I I I I 
D. PREQUA L TEST 
RFP (2 CONTRACTORS) 
: SOURCE SELECT & GO AHEAD ~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
m FINALDESIGN&CDR 1~1 LJ1 ITI!IIIIIllllllllllll 
<( FAB QUAL UNITS (2) -. I Tl1 I I I I 111 I I I I I I I I I I 
[ QUAL TEST I I I I ll_j_ ~ I I I I I I I I I I I I 
.0 
~ 17ISUIT DELIVERIES 181 TRAINING ~ I~ ~ 
FLIGHT 19 rv ~ ~ 
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APOLLO IlJNAR EXPLORATION MISSIONS 
Mbdified AISEP Candidate Experiments 
•Passive Seismometer 
•Lunar Surface Magnetometer 






•Lunar Survey Staff 
•Sample Return Containers 
•Hand Tools 
•Stereo Camera 
•Electric Field Detector 
•Drill (10 Meter) 
•Heat Flow Thermal Probe 
•Lunar Gravimeter 
•Mass Spectrometer (Atmos.) 
•Sky Brightness Photometer 







APOLLO LUNAR EXPLORATION Ml SS IONS 
MOD ALSEP 
MILESTONES CY 1969 CY 1970 CY 1971 
J F ,,., 'A~ J J AS ON D J FM A[M J J A slo NloiJ F 1f¥14A M J JASON D J 
I APOLLO & ALEM LR DATES ... APOLLO HI6 HI7 
. i 
2 • •• •• 
3 MODIFIED ALSEP REQ DELS •• • L • ~ ..... 1::5 
If 
5 MODIFIED ALSEP SCH {PRELIMINARY) 
6 GQ-AHEAD a 
7 ISSUE RFP H 
8 RECEIVE PROPOSAL c 
9 
10 NEGOTIATION COMPLETE 
"" 11 CONTRACTOR TURN- ON 0. 
12 CONTRACT A WARD h 
13 PROCURE MAJOR COMPONENTS 
I 
I 
I If FAB & ASSEMBLY 
15 ACCEPTANCE TEST ['""~ 







------ ---- -· 
... 
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-
CY 1972 
F[MjA ,,., J J [A!s OND 
r 1s r 19 b 20 





APOLLO LUNJ.\K EXPLORATION MISSIONS Page 6 of 14 
LUNAR ORBIT SCIENCE EXPER-IMENTS/MISSION ASSIGNMENT MATRIX 
EXPERIMENT INVESTIGATOR APOLL016 APOLL017 APOLLO IS APOLLO 19 APOLL020 
SUBCOMMITTEE EVALUATION - CATEGORY 1: 
X-RAY SPEC ADLER X X X 
GAMMA-RAY SPEC ARNOLD X X X 
FAR UV SPEC FASTIE X X 
MASS SPEC HOFFMAN X X 
BISTATIC RADAR HOWARD X X 
MUL TIFREQ MW RAD JONES X 
IR SCAN RAD LOW X X 
II CAMERA 24 PAN MASURSKY X X X 
LYMAN ALPHA POTTER X 
3'' MAPPING CAMERA SASSER X X X X 
S- BAND TRANSP SJOGREN X X X X X 
SUBCOMMITTEE EVALUATION- CATEGORY 11: 
ALPHA PARTICLE GORENSTEIN X X X 
EM SOUNDER "A" WARD X 
EXPERIMENTS UNDER SPECIAL STUDY: 
SUBSATELLITE COLEMAN/ANDERSON X 
IMAGING RADAR BROWN X 
EXPERIMENT SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: 
STELLAR REF CAMERA X X X X X 




, __ . 
--------
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APOLLO LUNAR EXPLORATION MISSIONS 
Orbital Science Instrumentation Delivery Requirements 
Flight Hardware 
CSM Deliver to Date 
112 NR 4/17/70 
113 NR 6/12/70 
114 NR 12/18/70 
115 NR 2/12/71 
ll5A NR 6/4/71 
Functional Prototype 
Use Deliver to Date 
EMI & 2TV-l NR 3/2J/70 
Test 
Mass Simulators 
Use Deliver to Date 
Acoustic NR l/9/70 
Test 
Mock-ups (trainers) 
Use Deliver to Date* 
M-28 NR 8/31/69 
MSC-1 MSC 4/30/70 
1-g Trainer MSC 5/31/70 
0-g Trainer MSC 5/15/70 
KSC-E KSC 5/31/70 
CMS-1 MSC 8/31/70 
CMS-2 KSC l%3~70 M-18 NR 8 31 69 
*Delivery dates are in support of Apollo 16 (CSM 112). 
Attachment E 
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7 .. 30-69 
APOLLO LUNAR EXPLORATION Ml SS IONS 
G & N SYSTEMS SCHEDULES 
CY 70 CY 71 
J F M A M J J A s 0 N 0 J FfM A M J J A s 0 N 0 J F 
.,1" J J .I. ~·,2 l'r -t~'f liS CSM DELIVERIES ~· <t -( <t:> 
G & N SYS REQUIRED (ALL REQUIREMENTS PRIOR To cv I97o) 
I 
G & N SYS AVAILABLE (ALL DEdvk:rhJts' cb~P1LlkT1E 1PkJb~ T 10 CY 1970) 
LM DELIVERIES KtO T. ~ .}2 ~ ~·3 
G & N SYS REQUIRED "~~""'~ ~!2 b'3 h'4 
f-i4 
G & N SYS AVAILABLE g. ~ 
NOTE: ASSUMES NO CHANGE TO 
...,___ ____ APOLLO G ~NH~RPWARE _ --~ 
'---
MSC FORM 1!568 (FEB 66) 
M 
Attachment E 
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CY 72 





CSM/LM DELIVERIES (REF) 
MISSION REQMTS TRAJ. DATA TO MIT 
MIT PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 
MIT RELEASE FOR CMS/LMS * 
MIT RELEASE FOR FLIGHT ROPES 
AC/RA y· FLIGHT ROPE DELIVERIES 
NOTE ASSUMES FLIGHT ROPE 
DELIVERY TO K SC SAME 
AS SC 
*PROGRAM INFORMATION RELEASED 
TO CMS Be LMS DURING MIT 
PROG DEV. 
MSC FORM 19568 (FEB 66) 
.. 
APOLLO LUNAR EXPLORATION Ml SS IONS 
Attachment E 
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G BeN SOFTWARE 
CY 69 CY 70 C'' 71 
J F M A M J J A s 0 N D J F M A M J J A s I 0 N D J F M A M J J A s 0 N D 
IJI-l9 1J16-f.- I I f.- ~~~ IJ -113- II-
!0 ~if'' 6 6 
f.-1-112 IO-Il3l u-1-- 114-12 1169 
' I V'l~' 6: !d 
Ill-9 1-JO- f- f- f- 114-g 113-, 113-11 ~ !.--'• 6 
Ill- 9.._ f.- 1-112 10-f.- f-- r-u4-12 




1 S/C DELIVERX 
2 CSM 
3 LM 
4 CSM 109 MSOB 
5 S08 CSM 109 LC 
6 LM 7 
7 CSM 110 MSOB 
8 S09 CSM 110 LC 
9 LM 8 
10 CSM Ill MSOB 
II SIO CSM Ill LC 
12 LM 9 
13 CSM 112 MSOB 
14 SII CSM 112 LC 
15 LM 10 
16 CSM 113 MSOB 
17 SI2 CSM 113 LC 
18 L M II 
19 CSM 114 MSOB 
20 Sl3 CSM 114 LC 
21 LM 12 
22 CSM liS MSOB 
23 Sl4 CSM liS LC 
24 LM 13 
2S CSM liSA MSOB 
26 Sl4 CSM liSA LC 
27 LM 14 
28 
Attachment E 
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APOLLO LUNAR EXPLORATION Ml SS IONS 
ACE 5/C COMPUTER PLAN 
CY 1969 CY 1970 CY 1971 CY 1972 




1 _l r- ~-U,,~ r- - Il1sl- r-,,1sl I-f- r-'?~ ~~~~ <:~ Ilf<:> II~"). ( I.:C::> !D I,(:~ 
.1.7 8,....1 ~19 w~.--
""" 
12~ 13,.... 14,.... 
•tj ? 
-
.I 11t DPROGRAM VERIFICATION 
1...::~ COMPLETE 
v I..:~ V1COMPUTER PROGRAM SPECIFICAT ON 
SUBMITTAL 
W'I.C 




v I<~ , 
~._l;t';> 

















APOLLO LUNAR EXPLORATION Ml SS IONS 
ACE- S/C COMPUTER PLAN 
MILESTONES CY 1969 CY 1970 CY 1971 
J F MIA MJ J A so NO J FM A M J J A SOND J FI~AM J JASO 
I GAEC/BETHPAGE LM9 
LI) .~ ~J-Ill ~L~ 11z- ~~ ~31- L~~~~ 2 SITE ACTIVATION NEED DATE (SAN~ 16f k:). 16 16 !6 
3 LM 9 
* 
PI" 
RJ 4 LM 10 ~-'I 
5 u 1-l~ 1 LM II 
6 v )-LM 12 
7 LM 13 ~~ 




12 ~lllbAD'i.T.f~.t}~A~fb l m- nz- '--1- 113 ~ "-us --uSA 
•• 
:,.....• lA 0 
13 CSM Ill 
14 CSM 112 
-
15 CSM 113 f1':q 
-












v COMPUTER PROGRAM SPECIFICATION SUBMITTAL 
.0. PROGRAM VERIFICATION COMPLETE· 
c:::J PROGRAM DEFINITION AND PREPARATION 
~~------------------------- -----
N 0 J F 
.. 
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APOLLO LUNAR EXPLORATION MISSIONS 
MCC MISSION SUPPORT 
Attachment E 
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CY 1969 I CY 1970 I CY 1971 I CY 1972 I CY 1973 MILESTONES J IFIMIAIMIJIJIAI sloiNic J FIMIA MIJ J A slo N!D J F ,.f..\11.! J J .\fSTo N D JTFTM A uTJ\J\A s o NTof.iTFfMTATMT.iTJTATsToTNJi 
1 !LAuNcH READINESS DATE -+L ~~~~ 1g ·5g~ 7J.!d. ~ ~ ~ I~ 1~ 
I li II+' I I l ; 1 . I I 
3 S09 5IQ 511 512-'- 513 f5I~, 515 TRAJ DATA REQMTS TO ___ ~ I29J_ iC,i' l~f V1 -tf . 
4 CONTRACTOR 1'11 I j_[ I I I . I J TIL J I+ JJ +' i I I 507 508 509 510 f+_;__ 511 512: 513 514 
5 DATA FORMATS BOOK TO _ t~·~tt {~ ~ + • ~4-~_--.--_ ~ --~ .w 1 
6 - -~--- ---C::_Q~TRACTOf3_ -f t-tH-t -t' _L~ i 4-LLL~-' I i ! i I I I 
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1. MCC HAS BASIC CAPABILITY TO SUPPORT ALEMAND AAP SIMULTANEOUSLY. 
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POSSIBLY SOME TIME SHARING OF FACILITIES REQUIRED. 
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CONTROLLED MILESTONES 
MISSION DOCUMENTATION 
Mission H-1 (CSM-108/LM-6) 
S/C Operational Data Book - Preliminary - 1M 03/15/69 A 
S/C Operational Data Book - Preliminary - CSM 11/01/68 A 
S/C Operational Data Book - Final - 1M 09/18/69 
S/C Operational Data Book - Final - CSM 09/18/69 A 
Test and Checkout Requirements - Final - 1M 07/15/68 A 
Test and Checkout Requirements - Final - CSM 01/17/69 A 
Test Specifications and Criteria -Final -1M 07/24/68 A 
Test Specifications and Criteria - Final - CSM 01/17/69 A 
Apollo Operations Handbook Vol II - Preliminary - 1M 06/15/69 A 
Apollo Operations Handbook Vol II - Final - 1M 10/10/69 
Apollo Operations Handbook Vol II - Preliminary - CSM 06/16/69 A 
Apollo Operations Handbook Vol II - Final - CSM 10/10/69 
Mission Requirements - Preliminary 04/15/69 
Mission Requirements - Final 06/15/69 
Operational Trajectory - Preliminary 05/15/69 A 
Operational Trajectory - Rev 1 07/09/69 A 
Operational Trajectory - Final 09/01/69 
Operational Consumables Analysis - Preliminary 05/01/69 A 
Operational Consumables Analysis - Rev 1 07/11/69 A 
Operational Consumables Analysis - Final 10/01/69 
Flight Operations Plan - Preliminary 06/18/69 
Flight Operations Plan - Final TBD 
S/C Operational Abort Plan - Preliminary 07/07/69 A 
S/C Operational Abort Plan - Final 10/01/69 
Alternate Mission Plan - Preliminary 07/11/69 A 
Alternate Mission Plan - Final 10/01/69 
Flight Plan - Reference 05/08/69 
Flight Plan - Preliminary 09/20/69 
Flight Plan - Final 10/20/69 
Photo Operations Plan - Preliminary 05/18/69 ~ 
Photo Operations Plan - Final 09/10/69 
EVA Procedures - Reference 04/01/69 A 
EVA Procedures - Final 08/15/69 
Rendezvous Procedures - Preliminary 05/15/69 A 
Rendezvous Procedures - Final 09/l0/69 
Ascent/Descent Procedures - Preliminary 05/22/69 A 
Ascent/Descent Procedures - Final 08/01/69 
Lunar Surface Operations - Preliminary 08/30/69 
Lunar Surface Operations - Final 10/03/69 
Reentry Procedures - Preliminary 05/15/69 A 
Reentry Procedures - Final 08/01/69 
Apollo Abort Summary - Preliminary 05/22/69 A 
Apollo Abort Summary - Final 08/01/69 







MissionH-1 (CSM-108/LM-6) (Continued) 
Launch Mission Rules - Final 
Flight Mission Rules - Preliminary 
Flight Mission Rules - Final 
Measurement Index - Preliminary 
Measurement Index - Final 
Post Flight Test Requirements - Preliminary 
Post Flight Test Requirements - Final 
Mission Evaluation Instructions - Final 
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